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Adolescent phase is a transition phase or transferring from kindergarten to adult. On this phase, individual occurred the change, either physical term or psychological. The change appears clearly is physic change, where the body grows quickly till being adult within the growing of capacity reproduction. Other side, adolescent also change cognitively and begins to be able to think abstractly as adult.

On this phase the adolescent begins to escape emotionally from parents on doing new social role as adult. This term makes adolescent is being labile individual and appears as adolescent who faces broken home. Broken home is less getting attention or love from parents to children, thus the children are being frustration, naughty and unmanageable. The concept of adolescent is picture relates to adolescent either from physic appearance or psychological in global dimension. Moreover the purpose of this research is to know the concept of adolescent from broken home family.

This method uses qualitative method. The collection data uses interview, observation and documentation. The subject was used for adolescent occurred broken home.

The result of this research is the concept of adolescent self who occurs broken home is being to be positive. Many factors can influence the formation of self individual is significant others are either close friend or family, environment. The role of social factor and physic condition is being very attention thing by adolescent and very important factor in formation of self individual. Broken home which is occurred by individual not only relates to self concept. Broken home can also effect on many aspects of other personality on individual.
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